Marin County Sheriff's Department
Conducted Electrical Weapon Deployments
2019 4th Quarter Audit
October 1, 2019 thru December 31, 2019

TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT:
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED AND POINTED
CEW EFFECTIVE

Date: 10/11/2019
Case#: SO19-3059 ORIG, SO19-3059 SUP 001
Video: Yes
Injuries: No
Offense: 5150 W&I

Summary of Incident:
On 10/11/2019, deputies were dispatched to report of a family disturbance. Upon arrival, deputies found the 21-year old male was extremely agitated and vandalizing his parents’ home. The male had caused damage to the walls, broken glass and detached a door and broken the door into pieces. Deputies determined the subject needed to be taken to a psychiatric emergency facility. While attempting to detain the subject, he picked up a piece of wood and held it in a threatening manner. The subject then took an electrical cord and wrapped it around his hand to protect his hands while punching. The deputy removed his CEW from his holster, turned it on and pointed it at the subject. The display of the CEW gained the suspect’s cooperation and the CEW was not deployed.

TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT:
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED AND POINTED
CEW EFFECTIVE

Date: 11/12/2019
Case#: SO19-3388
Video: Yes
Injuries: No
Offense: 243 (e)(1) PC, 148(a)(1) PC, 1203.2 PC

Summary of Incident:
On 11/12/2019 while investigating a domestic violence incident in which a male punched his wife, Deputies located the suspect in an open courtyard area. The suspect fled from deputies on foot into an apartment ignoring commands to stop. The suspect was given commands to exit the apartment. Due to the suspect’s initial attempt to flee, one Sergeant
drew his CEW, activated it and pointed it at the suspect. The display of the CEW gained the suspect's cooperation and another deputy placed him under arrest. The CEW was not deployed.

**TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT:**
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED AND POINTED

**CEW EFFECTIVE**

Date: 12/19/2019  
Case#: SO19-3747  
Video: Yes  
Injuries: No  
Offense: 459 PC

**Summary of Incident:**
On 12/19/2019, deputies responded to a residence for a possible burglary in progress. The reporting party told deputies he woke up and found a subject he did not know or give permission to enter asleep on the couch in his house. Deputies entered the home and contacted the subject. Due to the severity of the crime and unknown demeanor of the suspect, one deputy drew his firearm to provide cover and one deputy drew his CEW and held it by his side. With the display of the weapons, the subject complied with the deputies' orders and was taken into custody without incident. The CEW was not deployed.

**TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT:**
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED AND POINTED

**CEW EFFECTIVE**

Date: 12/27/2019  
Case#: SO19-3818  
Video: Yes  
Injuries: No  
Offense: Marin County Warrant, 148(a)(1) PC, 1203.2 PC

**Summary of Incident:**
On 12/27/2019, deputies responded to the residence of a subject who was on active Marin County Probation and who had an outstanding Marin County arrest warrant. The deputies knocked on the door and announced their presence but the subject refused to open the door. The deputies could hear the subject inside the apartment and were able to make entry into the apartment. Due to the warrant and the subject’s initial lack of cooperation to commands, a deputy drew his CEW, activated it and entered the apartment with a key. The deputy pointed the CEW at the subject who then complied with deputies’ commands and was taken into custody without further incident.